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Abstract 

In historical linguistics, deep genealogies postulating far-flung"macro-families11 have 
been at once fascinating, thought-provoking, and highly controversial because they reach 
beyond the limits of standard reconstruction methods (Campbell 2004). Recent research 
on one such family, the Dene-Yeniseian family, gives a new take by weaving linguis
tic and anthropological arguments to envision the history of a language whose speakers 
moved between late-Pleistocene North America and Eurasia (Kari & Potter 2010, Sicoli 
& Holton 2014). In this thesis, I add to this small body of literature by modeling the 
phylogeny of this family, taking into account both the relationships between these fam
ilies) modern languages and the evolutionary history behind them. I use the Bayesian 

modeling software BEAST to infer the relationships within a set of 199 cross-linguistic 
characters and produce a series of phylogenetic trees. I focus on maximizing interdisci
plinary approaches by factoring divergence dates for subgroups within each family drawn 
from linguistic and anthropological research in order to, one, capture the set of calibra
tions and rate of change that represents the data most effectively; and, two, see more 
generally if and to what degree linguistic modeling is effective in capturing and reproduc
ing known calibrations. My results show that the findings of archaeological research may 
be relatively effectively replicated through linguistic methods, indicating the potential 
cooperation of these two disciplines when they intersect-at those moments in prehistory 
when we can connect the migrations oflanguage speakers and the divergence oflanguages. 

*I would like to extend my sincerest gratitude to Prof. Emily Gasser for her advising and tremendous patience 
in helping me with this project, from planting the earliest seeds in brainstorming to executing the final product. 
I also thank Prof. Ted Fernald for his feedback in the final stages of this thesis, Sal Little and Jordan Sciascia for 
their comments on earlier drafts, and Prof. Nathan Sanders for teaching me everything I know about historical 
linguistics and tattooing the mantra "Garbage in, garbage out" upon my inner soul. Final acknowledgements go 
to Emma Hofunan and Sage Farha for helping me to see the proverbial forest through trees as I embarked on 
this trek; to Ronan Hardiman for his inspiring tunes; and to my fellow Linguistics majors for their advice and 
solidarity. 
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1 Introduction 

This thesis addresses the status of current research on a possible shared ancestry between 
the Na-Dem: and Yeniseian language families and uses a date-calibrated Bayesian statistical 
model propose a phylogeny for them and contextualize them in human prehistory. A shared 

ancestry between the Na-Dene family, spoken in North America from Alaska to the American 

Southwest, and Yeniseian family, spoken on the other side of the Pacific Ocean in central 
Siberia was sporadically proposed alongside other deep, apparently improbable relationships 

(e.g., Dene-Sino Tibetan and Dene-Caucasian, Campbell 1997) throughout the 1990s and 

2000s. It was first seriously defined in 2010 by Edward Vajda; that volume (Kari & Potter 
2010) provides several reviews of his chapter and chapters from other scholars in ethnography, 

genetics, and archaeology. 

Though often challenging to research and support with the systematic data stan, deep ge
nealogies can aid in studying the internal history of an individual language by relating it to 

its relatives and ancestors (Vajda in Kari & Potter 2010:34). Moreover, in this case, relation
ships between geographically isolated languages have the potential to be telling of relationships 

between peoples through migration and shared ancestry. The hypothesis presents important 

anthropological implications when viewed from this perspective. The peopling of the Ameri
cas is a well-researched and extensively debated subject in archaeology, bioanthropology, and 

genetics (§2), adding a layer of anthropological interest to Vajda's research and subsequent con

tributions to an interdisciplinary debate. In this thesis, I model this proposal using the theory 
and practices of phylogenetics. I draw on biological and evolutionary theory to evaluate the 

status of the proposal, its implications in relation to non-linguistic proposals, and the direc
tionality of this and future research by constructing a neighbor-joining network and a rooted, 
sequential tree. 

I begin by parsing out existing evidence and the most recent research and situating my 
own study in this context (§2). In §3 I discuss the two language families and the languages I 
sample for my study. I then provide background on phylogenetic research from a theoretical 

and empirical perspective and its applications in linguistics (§4) and discuss the methods by 
which I collected and analyzed data to propose a phylogenetic tree (§5). This is followed by 

a discussion of the results of my analyses (the network in §6 and the trees in §7) and final 

thoughts on my results and potential directions for future research (§8). 

2 The Dene-Yeniseian Hypothesis 

This section summarizes the status of recent research on the Dene-Yeniseian proposal. I 
highlight the key arguments of the initial proposal and its interdisciplinary context as well as 

main arguments against it and challenges in addressing it through research. Deep genealogy 
among languages is an oft-contested subject, as it pushes the limits of historical linguistics, 

delving into chronological periods beyond the more generously accepted time depth for the 
comparative method (§5.3) and other common research methods. 
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Figure 1: Map of Beringia (Wade 2014) 

2.1 Origins and context 

A Dene-Yeniseian genealogy was posited as early as 1923, with the first publications in the 
1990s noting lexical resemblances and proposing cognates and possible reconstructions, placing 
the two in the same macro family and, in some cases, situating them within an even larger 
linguistic or areal grouping (Ruhlen 1998; see note 16 in Campbell 1997 and Anderson 2004 
for bibliographies). Edward Vajda provided the first expansive collection of supporting data at 
a symposium on the subject in 2008, published shortly thereafter in Kari & Potter 2010 (the 
volume compiling the papers of that symposium). He systematically organizes comparative 
morphological, phonological, lexical, and etymological evidence for the connection. Based 
on these data he develops the hypothesis that these two languages shared a common ancestor 
during the late Pleistocene (14,000-11,000 years ago), the glacial period during which modern
day Alaska and northeast Asia were connected by the Bering land bridge. 

The hypothesis joins into a wider anthropological conversation on prehistoric patterns of 
migration between northeast Asia and the North America via Beringia. It has been widely 
supported by geneticists, archaeologists, and linguists that the peopling of the Americas was 
more complex than a single, simple migration, likely occurring in multiple stages as modern 
humans radiated out of Africa and settled at in various phases in the Beringia region and 
North America (e.g., Hoffecker et al. 2016; Scott et al. 2016; other proposed Old-New 
World macro families in Campbell 1997:393-394). Thus, the Proto-Dene-Yeniseian ancestral 
language accounts for one potential, distinct migratory period. 

2.1.1 The setting: Beringia and transcontinental migration 

Colonization of the Americas is widely agreed to have occurred out of northeast Asia and into 
northwestern North America via the Bering Land Bridge, exposed during the Last Glacial 
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Maximum (26,000-19,000 years ago) when sea levels were lower (see figure 1). This migration 

took place during and immediately after the LGM (up to 13,000 years ago) (Madsen 2004). 

At this point ice sheets extended across the Alaskan and Canadian interiors, leaving only a 
small strip ofland extending south from Beringia along the Pacific coast of Canada. Given the 

migratory constraints this ice sheet would have placed on North America's first inhabitants and 

the extreme climatic conditions of the LGM, there remains a healthy amount of debate in the 
discipline as to when, where, and how the peopling of the Americas occurred. Data is currently 

drawn from a range of sources-from genetic reconstructions to archaeological excavations to 
studies of now-extinct fauna the earliest North Americans are known to have hunted. 

Linguistically, Campbell (1997) points out that the language diversity seen in the Americas 

today would not have been possible with just one migration between 11,000 and 13,000 years 
ago l

, and linguists and anthropologists alike agree on there likely having been around, or at 

least, three distinct migratory "waves." Greenburg and Sapir were notable for proposing three 

stocks representing three migrations: the immigration of the ancestors of Amerind speakers 
between 20,000 and 12,000 years ago followed by those of Na-Dem: languages and, lastly, 

(4,000 years ago) the Eskimo-Aleut ancestors (Ruhlen 1991). Though the Amerind claim has 
been widely discredited throughout the linguistic community for its generalizations and lack 
of strong evidence, the tri-family model provides some sense of perspective about what we can 
be reasonably certain about-that there are multiple ancestral "stocks" that parented modern 

languages in the Americas, and that the Na-Dene languages were a part of their own separate 
stock such that a model for their relationship with the Yeniseian languages need not account 

for non-Dene langauges. 

2.1.2 Archaeological and bioarchaeological context 

The first North Americans have been (disputably; see Madsen 2004) distinguished by the 

Clovis culture2 in the archaeological record, evidenced by worked stone tools and points and 

the fossils of now-extinct ice age mammals they hunted. The first sites were dated to 14,500 
years before present (YEP), which became the standard benchmark for the earliest peopling of 

the Americas (with radiation out of the northwest continent occurring over the next 200 years) 
(Bradley 2012:31, Hoffecker et al. 2016). 

This migratory wave is associated with the "Amerind" language family (assuming Green

burg's divisions), or, more generally speaking, the migration and diversification event that led 
to most of the American languages discounting the Na-Dene and Eskimo-Aleut families. Af

ter this point, the research is filled with ambiguity: sites apparently older than the former 

benchmark sites, sites as old as them that do not appear to be Clovis-affiliated, sporadic sites 
in eastern North America and South America whose affiliation is unknown (Bradley 2012). In 

many ways, these contradictions are telling of problems archaeology shares with linguistics: 

new studies and new methods often lead to more questions than answers regarding both their 
results and their reliability. 

1 And that 17th century scholars who believed it was the product of a single migration and the intervention of 
the Devil (in order to thwart Christianization) were probably not correct (Campbell 1997:91). 

2In archaeology, "culture" is used to group together peoples demonstrating shared settlement and subsistence 
patterns, tool forms, and technology, giving the advantage of date estimates for complexes that otherwise would not 
have them (Stanford and Bradley 2012:71). In this context, however, "culture" does not entail its modern meaning, 
and there is no inherent implication of a shared language within a cultural assemblage. 
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More recent archaeological evidence from Beringia has served as the most confident con
text for the Dene radiation. The earliest indication of human inhabitants there-mammoth 

bones exhibiting marks of butchering-have been dated to almost 50,000 YBP; a more con
servative estimate based on faunal remains, stone tools, and worked bone and ivory placing 
it at 32,000 YBP (Pitulko and Tikhonov et al. 2016, Pitulko et a!. 2014). Meanwhile the 

earliest inhabitants of central Siberia-thousands of miles away, but in a very similar Arctic 
habitat, are thought to have lived 45,000 years ago based on radiocarbon dating of human bones 

(Hoffecker et a!. 2016). It is therefore apparent that Beringia was colonized well before the 

Americas were populated, supporting the likelihood of multiple migratory waves-including 
one of populations already inhabiting Beringia tens of thousands of years before they moved 

into modern-day Alaska. 
Ruhlen (1991), Sicoli and Holton (2014), and Hoffecker et a!. (2016) all suggest some 

iteration of back-migration from Beringia into Siberia, with Sicoli and Holton drawing a direct 

connection between a back-migration event and Na-Dene speakers. Stone cores formed by a 

specific knapping technique known as Yubetsu have been found in both central Siberia (thought 

to have been produced in southern Siberia) and south-central Alaska and are dated, respectively, 
to 16,000-15,000 YEP and 14,150-13,870 YEP, giving an estimate of 14,000 YBP for their 
divergence (Hoffecker et a!. 2016:75). Thus, the possibility for a population that gave way 
to both central Siberian and North American peoples is plausible through a linguistic and an 

archaeological lens, beginning with a divergence from their Western Eurasian ancestors via 
settlement in Beringia some 40,000 years ago and ending with a split from one another some 

14,000-15,000 years ago. 

2.1.3 Genetic context 

Following the ambiguity of the archaeological record, genetic studies only cloud conclusions 

further. Most genetic research follows a similar methodology as historical linguistic recon

structions: mitochondrial DNA is extracted from blood samples from modern members of 
the Na-Dene population and the haplotype sequences (sequences of sets of genes) mapped 

and sorted by distinguishing markers, which are then used to build a parsimonious phylogeny. 
The divergence of a subpopulation's sequence from the overall sequence is then used to for

mulaically calculate a divergence time (Torroni 1991). Using these methods, Torroni describes 

evidence supporting a Dene-Yeniseian ancestry and dates its divergence to between 5,250 and 
10,500 YBP, but Rubicz, Melvin, and Crawford's (2002:755) conclusions on correlations be

tween language and genes are to the contrary, providing little support to a shared ancestry 

hypothesis but showing "significant correlation ... when Na-Dene and Yeniseian are treated as 

distinct language families." Scott and O'Rourke (2010) "Genes Across Beringia: A Physical 

Anthropological Perspective on the Dene-Yeniseian Hypothesis" reviews additional genetics 

research and, likewise, concludes that there is currently no definitive evidence supporting the 
hypothesis from a biological standpoint. 

2.2 Linguistic evidence 

As with other macro-family proposals, the earliest evidence posited for a Na-Dene Yeniseian 
relationship compared lexical items in the Yeniseian languages and the proto-Yeniseian form 

to counterparts in one, several, or a subfamily of Na-Dene languages (e.g., Ruhlen 1998). 
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Ket Kott Eyak Tlingit Tututni Navajo 

1 'stative aspect' -n -n -1 y s- si-

2 '2nd plural' ko~- on- ? yi- oL ? 
3 'atelic prefix' qo-, 0- ? GO- Ga- ? yi-, yi 

Table 1: Sample morpheme correspondence set. 

However, this approach only examines superficial lexical similarities and not regular sound 

correspondences and ancestral forms that would have to have given way to modern ones in 
order for the proposed relationship to be exist. Vajda (in Kari & Potter 2010) provides the 

most extensive basis of linguistic evidence, the product of careful and thorough analysis of 

the grammars of both language families. Here, I briefly summarize the lines of evidence he 
presents, focusing on those I incorporate into this study as, or in association with, data points. 

2.2.1 Morphology 

An examination of both verb typology and the phonology of key morphemes reveals a series 

of homologous morphological characters, summarized here (see Appendix A for the full set 

of morphemes and cognates). Na-Dene verbs are notable for their extensive systems of ver
bal prefixes, already incorporated when grouping various North American languages into the 
stock because it is such a distinctive trait. Vadja (2010:38-40) notes similarities in the struc

tured order of verbal prefix zones characteristic of both language families: pronominal and 
object prefixes; qualifiers (shape/body part/areal); tense, mood, and aspect systems; and sub

ject agreements precede the verb root in roughly that order in Tlingit, Eyak, the generalized 

Athabaskan form, and proto-Yeniseian. Consequently, Yeniseian prefixing structures emerge 
resembling the AET structures more closely than those of other "Old World" languages. Not 

all of these features are exactly the same in all languages, but enough similarities exist to make 
for a compelling line of evidence and point to the need to analyze structure in historicallinguis

tics as a means of maximizing available data and branching beyond sound change when studying 

a greater time depth (Dunn et a1. 2008). An ancestral relationship becomes even more plausible 
when the underlying similarities of the morphemes themselves are factored into the equation. 

Sound correspondences (as shown in Appendix B) are manifested in morphemes for several 

pronominal, shape, and aspect prefixes, as shown in Table 1 (full set in Appendix A), where 
all shown morphemes of each typological character are cognates (Vajda 2010: 38-54).3 

2.2.2 Phonological and Lexical Correspondences 

Vajda describes a number of sound correspondences and gives extensive tables of examples. 
Though many of these observations only contain a few examples of the correspondence or 

proto-words (proto-Yeniseian, proto-Dene, proto-Athabaskan), his observations did help di
rect my own data collection because they gave a useful framework for the overall patterns for 

which to look. They correlate to those in Appendix B (table of corresponding sounds), where 

3Vajda also includes examples of correspondences with classifiers (for further reading, 55-60) and the derivation 

of nouns from verbs (60-63); while intriguing to read about, there is so little data on these elements available for 
other languages besides the few case studies Vajda discusses that it seemed superfluous to include them here. 
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Name *py *PND Example (Appendix A) 

1 Affricates *tf *, 91 
2 Palatal-Velar *s, *k *xi, *ki 23 
3 Gutterals-Bilabials *b, *p *q, *x, *x 183 
4 Gutterals-Gutterals *k, *q, *x *G, *x, *q 251 

5 Affricates-Velar Stops *dZlts, 5 *gw Ikw, *x(w) 79 

Table 2: Summary of shared phonology. 

Tlingit Eyak Proto-Athabaskan Ket Proto-Yeniseian 

1 
, 
robin 

, fuXw' fu·q 
, 

*fux - -

2 
, 
ochre 

, 
- - *iji -xi - *suK>*su-q 

3 
, 
paint, color 

, 
- - - su·k -

4 'alder' fe-xj 'red alder' - - suji~ * sujV~ 

Table 3: Phonological and Semantic Variation in ND *s> Y *s 

they are expanded with more raw data examples rather than proto-forms4 • The full outline 
of his correspondences may be found in Kari & Potter 2010 (75-93); for brevity here, I sum

marize those that are best supported by multiple strong examples in my own data in Table 2, 
highlighting correspondences in place of articulation (2, 3, 4) and phonological features (1). I 

also use one example (5) that shows correspondences that don't seem particularly organic but 

demonstrate that a such a series should still be taken seriously because of the breadth of sound 
change that can happen over time. 

In addition to the listed rules, there are also regular, more common correspondences be
tween liquids; stops and affricates in the same places of articulation; bilabial sonorants; and 
alveolar stops, fricatives, and nasals. 

The major issue encountered when translating these into usable cognates arose, in fact, 
from the translations themselves posing the need for substantial semantic change in addition 
to phonological shifts. For example, a number of lexical items are given presenting 'robin' as a 
cognate on the basis of consistent alveolar and postalveolar fricatives, but the actual lexical items 
range in translation from 'robin' to 'ochre' to 'alder,' posing the question of how far a lexical 

association can be stressed while still maintaining an argument for cognacy (Table 3). Though 

his arguments are supported by prior research and logical reasoning (e.g., ochre>red>robin), 
I use strict semantic similarities here (§5.2) and am only concerned with cognates that have 

retained identical or nearly-identical meanings. 

4It should be noted here that Vajda predominately incorporates proto-forms from the Dene branch and is more 
concerned with individual iterations in the Yeniseian languages, as these are his primary subject of study. I try 
to treat the two families equally, but there were certainly instances where a claimed cognate proto-form did not 
translate into cognate lexical items and therefore could not be incorporated to its fullest extent in the coding process. 
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2.2.3 Areal Diffusion 

Sicoli and Holton (2014) use the same neighbor-joining method (§5.3.1) that I use here in 

a proposal for the areal diffusion of the Dene-Yeniseian family. They utilize the networking 
advantages a computational model provides to relate languages in a geographic context and 

suggest a locus of origin. They run the model using 114 characters pulled from 40 languages: 

Ket, Kott, 37 Na-Dene languages, and Haida, their outgroup. They are concerned with migra
tion, and how they "can rigorously test hypotheses relating linguistic dispersals with population 

migrations" (1), using typological data to test two hypotheses of areal diffusion. Their results 

support the hypothesis that the ancestral population was based in Beringia and the diffusion 
of these two families is indicative of a migration model of both populations radiating out

Na-Dene speakers to North America and Yeniseian speakers to Eurasia. 

2.3 Issues and limits 

Other papers in Kari and Potter's volume summarize key issues with the hypothesis: geographic 

isolation and improbability, a time depth that challenges the limits of historical linguistics, and 

Vajda's inclusion of a relatively limited number of cognates, some of which require questionably 
far-reaching semantic parallels. The first of the three is a common issue with proposed macro

families encompassing many languages across a large geographic area (such as Sapir's reduced 

"Super Six" families in North America, Campbell 1997). Sicoli & Holton (2014) work through 
the latter of the three by systematically collecting incorporating morphological and phonetic 

correspondences, though their specific data points are not made available in the paper. I attempt 
to resolve it here by systematically collecting 199 direct translations for common words and 

morphemes and seeking cognates among those via the comparative method (§4.3.1) allowing 

for minimal flexibility in semantic shifts to look directly at time depth. The remaining two 
problems are less directly resolved, and remain for this thesis; it is with appropriate caution 

attributed to them that I have developed my research questions and objectives. 

2.4 Purpose of this study 

My objective is to elucidate the plausibility of Vajda's proposal and how it fits into interdisci
plinary research by quantifYing his findings and contextualizing them in the wider framework 

of anthropological research on the peopling of the Americas. Like Sicoli and Holton (2014), I 
use a network model to propose the most probable networks for this language family; however, 

rather than emphasizing areal diffusion, I use the network to lay a groundwork for studying 

historical linguistics from a migratory perspective. That is to say, the model (a NeighborNet 
program, §5.3.1) more closely considers relationships between languages and their distance 

from one another, a factor intrinsic to viewing language and language divergence in its as

sociation with migration. I then use phylogenetic trees (§5.3.2), calibrated with dates from 
archaeological and prior linguistic research, to model the linguistic evolutionary history of the 

Dene-Yeniseian family in relation to the evolutionary history of the populations who spoke 

them. This study is not comprehensive by any means, and it is not concerned with making 
far-reaching statements regarding language history and evolution. Rather, I aim to bring to

gether research from anthropology and linguistics in order two stack two stories of migration 
beside one another and evaluate how multiple lines of evidence interact. 
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Dene-Yeniseian? 

Yeniseian Na-Dem: 

NORTHERN SOUTHERN ~ 
~ 

Ket Yugh 
I 

Tlingit ATHABASKAN-EYAK 
Kott-Assan 

Kott 
Eyak ATHABASKAN 

NORTHERN PACIFIC COAST 
I 

Central Alaska 
I 

Koyukon 

Oregon 
I 

~ 
California 

I 

Tututni Hupa 

Figure 2: DY family tree 

3 Languages Represented 

APACHEAN 

Western 

Navajo 

I use representative languages from two major families: the Na-Dem: (Dene) family of North 

America (also known as Athabaskan-Eyak-Tlingit, or AET) and the Yeniseian family of central 
Siberia (fig. 2). These languages were selected to be both geographically and linguistically rep

resentative. The Yeniseian languages represent the northern and southern subgroups. There 
is also a central subgroup that will not be represented as, in selecting a representative sam
ple here, I prioritized languages well-documented enough to give a mostly-complete data set. 
The Na- Dene languages cover a large areal region of North America and come from many 

subgroups, so I chose languages to represent each subgroup and, for subgroups with multiple 
languages, a diverse areal extent. In this section, I provide relevant background information 
on these families and the languages to be used. 

3.1 Na-Dene 

The Na-Dene language family comprises a total of forty-five languages spoken throughout 

North America, from Alaska to the American Southwest and Southern Plains. There are three 

main branches: Tlingit, Eyak, and the Athabaskan subgroup. The languages used in this study 
represent each of these three branches; from the Athabaskan subgroup, I use four languages 

representative of the geographic and linguistic groupings. 
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3.1.1 Tlingit 

Tlingit (ISO code [TLIll, is spoken by the Tlingit people of along the coast of southeast Alaska 

and western Canada. Today there are roughly 500 speakers (according to the Ethnologue; exact 
number unclear due to limitations in census data). Its presence in the Na-Dem: language family 

has been somewhat contested over the past century due to its close resemblance to neighboring 

Haida (Campbell 1997, Campbell and Mithun 1979). The most recent literature (including the 
Ethnologue and the Glottolog and all sources on the Dene-Yeniseian macro family) has placed 

it within the family but on a separate branch from Eyak and the Athabaskan languages, and is 

included here for this reason. Of note, however, is that the noted similarities to the other two 
branches are phonological and grammatical rather than lexical (Campbe111997:286), providing 

a potential source of error given that this study uses primarily lexical items. 

3.1.2 Eyak 

Eyak [EYA] is a recently extinct language spoken on the southeastern coast of Alaska. Its last 

native speaker died in 2008, recently enough that the quality or quantity of available literature 

is not significantly adversely affected. The split between Eyak and the Athabaskan language 
families was apparently very clean, since Eyak is not especially closely related to any of the 

Athabaskan languages (Campbell 1997:110). Michael Krauss has estimated the date of this 
divergence to have been at least 3000 years ago, or around 1500 B.C. (Campbell and Mithun 

1979:846, Campbell 1997:110), which I incorporate into this model for associating the con

sensus tree with time depth estimates. 

3.1.3 Athabaskan languages 

There are 43 Athabaskan languages dispersed throughout North America; here, I use four 
languages representative of the major regions. Koyukon [KOY] (300 speakers, Ethnologue) 
represents the Northern subgroup. Hupa ([HUP], 8, Ethnologue) and Tututni [TUU] (extinct, 
Ethnologue) represent the Oregon and California subgroups of Pacific Coast Athabaskan, re

spectively. Finally, Navajo [NAV] (169,000 native speakers, Ethnologue) will represent the more 
prolific Apachean subgroup, dispersed throughout the American southwest and plains. 

3.1.4 Haida 

There remains some debate as to if Haida, a fourth language spoken in the same region as 
Tlingit, is part of the AET language family. However, the majority of literature-including 

that on the Dene-Yeniseian hypothesis-excludes it, as its similarities to Tlingit are likely more 

a product of areal proximity than shared ancestry (Rice 2011, Campbe111997). It is therefore 
excluded from this analysis as well. 

3.2 Yeniseian 

The Yeniseian language family is spoken in central Siberia. It is only represented today by 
Ket [KET], spoken by 210 people (Ethnologue); in addition to Ket I include its closest relative 

(Yugh [YUG II and one language representing the Southern subgroup (Kott [ZKO II in this model. 

Central Siberia is home to four other local language families and has been dominated over 
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the last few centuries (and its native languages, replaced) by Turkic languages and Russian, 

leading to more extensive borrowing and lateral contact than is seen in the Na-Dene language 
families (Anderson 2004). Since this contact originated well after the Yeniseian languages were 
differentiated, borrowed words are accounted for to minimize error (§S.2). 

3.2.1 Northern Yeniseian languages 

The Northern subgroup is the best-represented among the Yeniseian languages. Belonging to 
it are Ket, the only one in the family still spoken today, and Yugh, the most recently extinct 
of the relatives (Anderson 2004). I use both of these languages in this study as they are the 

best documented of the six total Yeniseic languages, offering a relatively wide body of research 
from which to draw lexical and grammatical data. 

3.2.2 Southern Yeniseian languages 

One language from the Southern Yeniseian branch is represented in this study, Kott. The 
branch also contains Assan (a close relative ofKott; it is debated if they are sufficiently distinct 

to be considered two languages or if they are dialects of the same language) and Arin and 

Pumpokol, closely related to one another but more linguistically differentiated from Kott and 
Assan. Kott is the only language of the four to have survived into the 19th century, making 

it the best documented of the non-Northern languages (Anderson 2004:9); though records of 

its structure and grammar are sparse, its lexicon has been recorded and synthesized enough to 
provide sufficient data (via the Global Lexicostatistical Database). 

4 Research Approach: Linguistic Phylogeny 

Drawing on biological theory, a phylogeny is a proposed relationship among a set of individuals
from species in biology to social structures like religion in anthropology and beyond; in lin
guistics, languages. More than just describing the relationships between those entities as seen 
today based on shared traits (this is the realm of cladistics), it entails the processes of evolution 

and diversification and the theory of evolutionary relationship. Consequently, a phylogenetic 
tree differs from a cladogram by describing apparent relationships between living organisms 

and capturing the evolutionary processes which led to them by introducing a scale of rela

tive or absolute times (Nunn 2011:21). Just as the distributions of genotypic and phenotypic 
traits are used in biology to relate life forms ranging from bacteria to extinct hominins, the 
chronogically-preserved linguistic markers used in historical linguistics-most often, sound, 
but also morphology and meaning-can be compared across languages (living or documented) 
to propose evolutionary relationships and timelines in linguistic history and prehistory. While 

phonological correspondences are rarely as cut and dried as genetic makeups, linguists can use 
the presence of common traits to simulate scenarios in which particular traits surfaced early on 
in a proto-language and died out, were replaced, or simply shifted along the pathway to each 

daughter language. 
In language studies, phylogeny translates to not just identifYing relationships and building 

catalogues of subgroupings but capturing a network of languages and dialects with varying 

rates of linguistic change, areal diffusion, and lateral transmission based on shared traits, a 
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challenge which may result in a tree but may also produce a network (Fran,ois 2014). Do

ing so is, naturally, a lofty endeavor as many proposed relationships are heavily disputed (for 

example, the debate over whether or not Haida is a Na-Dem: language) and proposed trees 
are frequently debated, particularly when they incorporate endangered and extinct languages 

and isolates (Greenhill and Gray 2009; e.g., Gasser 2014 and Dunn et a!. 2008) as this study 

does. These debates are augmented when crossing into deep genealogy, where similarities are 
sparse and far-reaching areal extents lead to the contributions of other (archaeological, genetic, 

ethnographic) lines of evidence that do little beyond painting an ambiguous narrative (Greenhill 

and Gray 2005). My study does not pursue the complexities of these relationships; it instead 
focuses on the proposed plausibility and time depth of the genealogy using relationships that 

are known and reasonably well supported. 

5 Data Summary and Analysis 

To create a quantitative measure of the proposed Dene-Yeniseian macro-family, I related these 
languages to one another based on rates of lexical change and replacement using two com

mon statistical modelling programs. There are a variety of programs available to researchers 
endeavoring to propose phylogenies in historical linguistics and other comparative fields. This 
project takes two approaches to reconstructing an evolutionary history and chronology of the 
Dene-Yeniseian macro-family. Patterns of trait-sharing are translated into coded cognates to 

simulate phylogenies, incorporating two algorithms-neighbor-joining (SplitsTree4, Hunson 
and Bryant 2006) and tree construction (BEAST2, Bouckaert et a!. 2014)-to determine, 

given the distributions of a set of traits, which languages are more closely or more distantly 
related. 

5.1 Collection 

For this study, I began with a mixture of lexical and typological items. Though there is an 
abundance of data points for the former, looking exclusively at cognates for a phylogenetic 
study at this time depth is problematic because lexical relatedness is only generally acceptable 
for divergences up to 10,000 years ago due to the amount of lexical mutation during such 

a long expanse of time (Nichols 1992). Thus, I incorporate typological items, an approach 
often overlooked but increasingly important given the challenge of finding enough, and strong 

enough, cognate sets to run a reliable model and maximize the possible sources of what amounts 
to scarce linguistic data (Dunn et a!. 2008). (It is important to note here that typological items 

present their own problems; see §7 for discussion on the errors they presented in my models.) 

Issues of decay and loaning are ideally minimized by using simple, common vocabulary words 
that are less likely to undergo substantial change, loss, or borrowing and adhering to strict 

semantic correspondences (Greenhill and Gray 2005). Additionally, the computational models 

used enable the user to account for information about known loanwords. 
184 vocabulary items were collected from the Global Lexicostatistical Database and various 

dictionaries and grammarss (Appendix A). Those for Hupa and Koyukon that were unavailable 

SLandar 1977 and Golla 1976, Tututni 
Golla 1970 and 1996, Hupa 
Young and Morgan 1980, Navajo 
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on the GLSD, as well as all items for Tlingit, are mildly uncertain because they were collected 

from colloquial dictionaries that provided minimal technical guidance on their pronunciation. 

Fifteen pronouns and morphological items were drawn from grammars and were also treated 
as cognates and coded for homology to give a total of 199 characters. Unknown features were 

coded with question marks, and those with no translation at all (this primarily occurred with 

flora and fauna that do not exist within the geographic extent of a particular language), it was 
coded with 'X'. 

5.2 Cognate coding 

Systematic sound-meaning and form-meaning correspondences were identified and used to 
code items for cognacy across each language. Shared ancestry was tracked using the comparative 

method-one of the most broadly applied methods in historical linguistics-to determine 

likely shared ancestries. The comparative method entails the recording of corresponding sounds 
for a given position across a set of words, as illustrated in Table 4 (see Appendix B for the full 
correspondence set for all data). Based on patterns that arise multiple times in the data set, 

a sketch of rules for what form a given sound takes in each language is outlined and applied 
throughout the data set to establish correspondences between other items. 

In Table 4, for example, given the correspondence in the word-initial segment that occurs 

in rows 1 and 2, we can create the rule in row 3 and infer cognacy in row 4. It is important 
to note here that, though there were some clear correspondences, they were not all perfectly 

identical, nor were they without exception. In accordance with Blust's (1978:28) definition of 
"regularity" as being "recurrent (rather than exceptionless)" and observation that irregularities 

are not uncommon, I permit some deviation where there is an otherwise apparent pattern in 

the raw data. 
Most of these were alternations in voicing and spirantization or shifts to a nearby place 

of articulation, all of which are often indicative of an environment-triggered (e.g., word-final 
devoicing, intervocalic spirantization, assimilating towards the place of articulation of a neigh
boring sound) systematic allophone derived from an underlying phoneme.6 For example, the 
correspondence illustrated below is shown in full in Appendix B row 2 and is almost identical 

to the guttural correspondence in row 7. Conversely, in Table 4 more caution is given to Kott 
hat/xat, where the place of articulation of both the initial and final consonants are so different 

from both Ket and Yugh as well as the Na-Den<: languages that the word appears unlikely to 
have been cognate (as with the excluded Kott arsa 'knee'). 

Variation in meanings of each data point were restricted: this study focuses on rates of 

lexical replacement, or the rate at which a given word is replaced with a different word with 
the same meaning. In order to define when a word retained the same meaning, then, it was 

necessary that it actually retain the same meaning. Changes in part of speech (e.g., 'die' and 

'death', Appendix A Row 42), words that often had multiple meanings within a language (e.g, 

Jonwa 1978, Koyukon 
Krauss 2015, Eyak 
Story 1972, Tlingit 
6The guttural series was particularly problematic in that the location and quality of the gutterals often rotated, 

but this may have actually come from the data sources themselves. Hupa and Koyukon items came from both 
the GLSD and non-IPA dictionaries (and Koyukon's was even a children's dictionary) that may have represented 
different, unspecified dialects or failed to include appropriate orthography to distinguish contrastive sounds. 
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Ket Kott Eyak Koyukon Navajo 

1 'fire' bo?k (hat, xat) t'~q'a,-k qhun? ko 
2 'foot' bu·ly pul k'ahs qa? ake' 
3 b p qC), kC) q(h) k 
4 'knee' b'at-pul (arfa) quht qut (agod?) 

Table 4: Example word list and correspondence set 

'lie' and 'sleep', Row 96), and words with analogous meanings that are differentiated in English 

but not in these languages (e.g., 'fingernail' and 'claw', Row 60) were permitted. In the case of 

this last point, the character was divided into two data points if more than half of the languages 

differentiated an analogous meaning (for example, hot and warm, Rows 86 and 183). Synonyms 

within a language were permitted when they had identical meanings and there was no obvious 
better fit. 

Ket Kott Eyak Koyukon Hupa 

1 'fire' bo?k hat, xat t'~q'a,-k qhun? xo~? 
1 2 1 1 1 

2 'foot' bu·ly pul k'ahs qa? xe? 
1 1 1 1 1 

3 'knee' b'at-pul arfa quht qut qot' 
1 2 1 1 1 

4 
, 
root' drY thempul qe:ts' qa,k-,? qat 

1 14 2 2 2 

Table 5: Cognate coding sample 

Each set of cognates was coded together with a designated number, where '1' was assigned 
to the first form and subsequent numbers to every discrete form after that, and the same 

numbers indicate the words above them are cognates (Table 5; Appendix A). When compound 

words occurred, morphemes were coded separately (divided by an equal sign ~) to account for 
cognacy where one was shared, as in Koyukon ¢un?~/a,ts-,? and Hupa x01J?~tin, which share 
word 'fire' (bolded) to achieve the meaning 'ash'. Out-of-range numbers indicate a known, 

isolated loanword from a language outside of both families. Once all words were coded, the 
cognate numbers were translated into binary to indicate the presence/absence of each cognate 

set for each language. 

5.3 Important footnotes to the data set 

It is worth mentioning several shortcomings of the data set, particularly when it comes to 
detecting patterned errors in the results that likely came from the data as opposed to the 

modeL More than half of the cognates came from the GLSD, which represented all Yeniseian 
languages as well as Tlingit, Eyak, Hupa and Koyukon. Consequently, many of the sources for 

these data were the same and they held comparable levels of quality as being originally written 
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and then sourced and transcribed by linguists. Items for Navajo and Tlingit had to come from, 
respectively, a grammar and a general use dictionary; as previously mentioned, the orthography 
of non-IPA data often made it challenging to draw the boundary between what might have 
been a cognate and what might not have been. 

Additional data was based on Vajda's collection, using either lexical items he presented in 
the Yeniseian languages (for which I could find no dictionaries) or those presented as cross
linguistic cognates. Here, however, he mainly highlighted individual items in the Yeniseian 
languages and, where applicable, Tlingit, Eyak, or proto-Athabaskan/proto-AE forms. As 
mentioned in footnote 4 (§2.2.2), while some of the proto-forms were cognate with Yeniseian 
words, many of the individual items within my sampled Athabaskan languages were not. Had 
I used other or more languages (as Sicoli and Holton (2014) did) I may have encountered 
more cognates but, as it stands, the full extent of the cognates that have been proposed is 
not captured, and many of the sound correspondences associated with them are incomplete 
(Appendix B). 

When looking at the trees themselves (as will be shown in the next section), some of the 
ambiguity among the Athabaskan languages is likely the result of these biases in what data 
I had available, which highlighted the Yeniseian languages (as well as the lack of accessible, 
linguistically-conscious dictionaries in less-studied Athabaskan languages). 

1---------;10.1 

Russian 

Kott 

Yugh 

Ket 

Navajo 

Tututni 

Hupa 

Koyukon 

Tlingit 

Figure 3: The first network containing all 199 data points. 
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6 Results: NeighborNet Model 

I began by generating the Splits Tree networks to gain a general sense of the results my data 
were producing. The initial network (fig. 3) demonstrated one inaccuracy, the placement of 
Tlingit in closer relation to the Athabaskan region than Eyak whereas Eyak is in fact more 
closely related to those languages (fig. 2). On further inspection of data, it became apparent 
that some of the included data points may have skewed the placement of the languages. The 
seven morphemes marked with asterisks in the Appendix A glosses were drawn from Vajda's 
chapter, but, on a methodological level, including an item as small as a single sound in this type 
of data set is questionable at best since there is still the strong possibility that those sounds 
resemble each other by chance. When we have a full word with a vowel and even multiple 
syllables it becomes less likely that those resemblances are chance. However, when only a 
single sound is represented and that sound is itself a common sound (e.g., the alveolar stops 
of the 'along' prefix), the confidence that these must have come from the same ancestral word 
diminishes. Removal of these points resulted in a network more appropriately resembling the 
widely-accepted tree (fig. 3) and led to the ultimate decision to continue using the modified 
data set (now at 192 points) for the tree models. 

1---------110.1 

Russian 

Yugh 

Ket 

Navajo 

Tututni 

Hupa 

Koyukon 
Eyak 

Figure 4: The modified network, sans shady morphemes 

Figure 4 serves its intended purpose of presenting the basic framework for analyzing the 
relationships in this family. The degrees of similarity are illustrated in the lengths of the 
branches; we can see first and foremost the expectedly far distance of Russian from all other 
languages and, from there, varying degrees of likeness. It is widely agreed (Anderson 2004) 
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that Ket and Yugh are very similar. This is illustrated by the nearly-identical correspondences 
in Appendix A, which results in their short distances from the divergence point (indicating 
that the number of non-shared cognates are relatively few in number) and the length of the 

segments they share before they are divided (indicating the large number of shared features). 
From the network it is also apparent that the Athabaskan languages are fairly similar, as they 

are clustered together. They are set separately from Eyak but closer to it than to Tlingit, which 
is supported by their language classification. 

The delta score-a measure of how well a tree fits the data, where 0 is the most tree-like

for this network was 0.2385 with a Q-residual of 0.004882, which is actually slightly higher than 
when Vajda's more problematic morphemes were included (delta score of 0.2367, Q-residual 
score of 0.004298). This may be because the morphemes added stronger (if unreliable) data 
points that reinforced existing relationships. Regardless, the delta score for the final network 
indicates that the relationships among similarities and differences are defined enough to make 

it very tree-like (in the larger context of networks-for example, Sicoli and Holton's delta score 
was 0.367). 

Russian 

Yugh 

Ket 
Navajo 

Tututni 

Hupa 

Tlingit 

Figure 5: The most parsimonious (morpheme-less) model. 

Figure 5 represents a slightly different perspective on the network because it uses parsimony 
splits as its character transformation, meaning that the network has been refined to highlight 
the most parsimonious relationships. This simplifies the network itself and makes it more 
bifurcating and tree-like, though it is still unrooted (that is, all lineages meet in the center as 

opposed to diverging from a singular node). Parsimony can be a useful tool to simplify the 
relationships among a large volume of complex data; however, the parsimonious model is not 
always the model of best fit (and thus the most probable). 
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7 Results: A forest of (phylogenetic) trees 

After the networks were produced to visualize and evaluate the data, the modified data set 

was assigned parameters for rates of change in BEAST2 using the accompanying interface 
BEAUti. (Bouckaert et al. 2014). A number of different parameters-a constant or variable 

rate of change, mutation rates, how often a trait is permitted to arise and how often it may die 
out-were tested and compared using the statistical analysis program Tracer, which selected 
the tree with the highest Bayes factor. The tree files BEAST produced were run through 

TreeAnnotator, which, after discarding the first ten percent of the trees as burn-in, established 

a consensus tree (shown here in figures 6-12), displayed in FigTree. 

7.1 Choosing a model 

Calibrations are ideal in phylogenetic tree modeling because they allow us to model rates of 

change beyond a given constant or exponential rate. However, to gain a basic sense of the 
quality of my data as it stood prior to any manipulation and have a control point in case future 

trees came out peculiarly, I first generated a model that had no interior node calibrations 
(Figure 6). It did have "tip dates," the known dates of extinction for the two more distantly 
extinct languages-Tututni, 30 years before present, and Kott, 160 YBP-as do all subsequent 
models, though this apparently cause the model to change nominally, if at all. To produce a 

tree, there are two different options for setting rates of change: a strict molecular clock and a 
relaxed molecular clock. A strict one gives the simplest analysis, with set, constant mutation 
rates. A relaxed clock allows for variation between different monophyletic lineages by letting 

neighboring branches to be more like one another; however, as the languages become more 
different, the model becomes more varied and complex. Unlike the strict clock, it may use 

a logarithmic or an exponential distribution, allowing for the varying rates of change true to 
languages (Simon and Greenhil12016:18). 

Clearly, there is a minor issue with this model: the Athabaskan languages Navajo, Hupa, 

and Tututni are jumbled and their relationships, hardly discernible. Most of the literature I ex
amined did not give a specific tree (hence the trifurcated tree in Figure 2) for three subfamilies, 

but Campbell (1997:110) suggests there is strong evidence that, at the very least, the Pacific 

Coast languages are more distinct from the Northern ones than the Apachean languages are. 
As a result we might have expected to see Navajo and Hupa's positions reversed; however, the 
relatively low posterior probabilities in this region reflect that the model itself had uncertainty. 

7.2 Comparing parameter calibrations 

Next, I produced three pairs of trees. The pairs consisted of one tree operating with a strict 
clock and one with a relaxed one; I ran each one using the dates for the Athabaskan-Eyak and 

Pacific Coast divergences (3500±750 YEP and 1000±15 YEP, respectively; Krauss 1973 and 1980 
in Campbell 1997: 110-112), the radiocarbon date for the Dene-Yeniseian split (14,450±250 

YEP, Hoffecker et al. 2014, as mentioned in §2.1.2), and the entire set. 

Figure 7 was modeled under a strict clock and calibrated at the Athabaskan-Eyak and 
Pacific Coast nodes. It offers, from a linguistic standpoint, exactly what we expect to see: 
the appropriate subgrouping of all languages down to Hupa and Tututni with dates for all 
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Figure 7: Strict, calibrated by AE and PC nodes; splits labeled with years before present. 

recent splits. However, looking further back, the Dene-Yeniseian node is not quite accurate, 
compared to Hoffecker et a1.'s radiocarbon dates. 

8W'hich, in the grand scheme of these dates, is probably the most reliable next to the documented dates of ex
tinction; isotope dating in general is a highly accurate method and has been tested, refined, and accepted throughout 
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the scientific community (quite unlike many linguistic methods glottochronology). 
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When a relaxed clock was applied instead (fig. 8), expectations for both the linguistic 

branches and their associated dates are met. Although the probabilities associated with this 

tree were definitely not the highest, if we are only concerned about finding a model that meets 
linguistic and anthropological expectations, this is it. 

Calibrated with just the date of the Dene-Yeniseian divergence, the strict clock (fig. 9) 

reverts to the same problem the uncalibrated tree showed: the subgrouping of the Athabaskan 
group is incorrect. Since this is is also seen below in the relaxed model, I hazard that the issue 

here is in the data, and that it is resolved above because the calibration of the AE and Pacific 

Coast nodes entails maintaining their monophyletic groups-that everything branching off 
from the dated node be directed into a lineage. 

---1815503 

,----- 1087356 
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Figure 10: Relaxed, calibrated DY node 
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Figure 10, meanwhile-calibrated with just the DY divergence and run under the relaxed 

molecular clock-was the autumnal deciduous tree of the group: it stands out as being quite 

colorful and thought-provoking and also very untrue to the expected state and phylogeny. 
Finally, in figure 11 the application of all three node dates with the strict model results, 

as one might expect, in the perfect tree by virtue of three major node dates and monophyletic 

groups now being controlled for. Incorporating it in and ofitself does not inherently contribute 
to any argument because, in essence, I put in data and told it exactly where to go and at what 

time to be there. It does show that it is possible to chronologically model what we already 
know, particularly compared to its relaxed counterpart, Figure 12. 

The fully calibrated, relaxed-clock modeled tree is even more colorful than the relaxed tree 

with just the DY date; it stands out even more spectacularly as perhaps the cactus of the set. 
That the first relaxed iteration with just the AE and Pacific Coast dates yielded a legitimate, 

reasonably acceptable tree indicates that the oddities of these last two are more likely attributed 
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Figure 12: Relaxed, calibrated all possible nodes 

to the appropriateness of the relaxed clock in the context of this particular model and its data 
and dates. This particular tree also speaks to the dangers of applying too many parameters 

and incorporating too many elements of known information; attempting to assert both specific 
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branching structure and multiple time depths while trying to maintain a flexible clock that 

mimics real-time language evolution creates the demand for a model that would be extremely 

difficult to generate independently. 

7.3 Finaljudgments: Which model is the best? 

Among the six models discussed, there isn't so much a "best" model as there are models more or 

less appropriate to answer different questions. One possible way to try to gauge "best" is via the 

statistical parameters measured with the Tracer marginal likelihood program. Tracer (Rambaut 
et a1. 2014) uses statistics from the sample of trees BEAST produced to determine the usability 

of that sample: if it was set of trees that worked well or if there was no agreed-upon set (in a 
matter of speaking, the degree of consensus of the consensus tree). 

Low posterior trace values (the AICM9 are preferred. Below are the models produced by 

my six runs ranked best to worst (lowest to highest AICM score): 
1. Strict clock, all nodes (S, A) 
2. Strict clock, AE/PC nodes (S, AE/PC) 

3. Strict clock, DY node (S, DY) 
4. Relaxed clock, DY node (R, DY) 

5. Relaxed clock, all nodes (R, A) 

6. Relaxed clock, AE/PC nodes (R, AE/PC) 
However, looking at the other measures of "success" -the accuracy of the node dates and 

the accuracy of the trees-it becomes apparent that a holistic evaluation is necessary: 

AICM Tree Accuracy Date Precision 

S,DY 3 2 2 

S,AE/PC 2 1 4 

S,A 1 1 1 

R,DY 4 3 3 
R, AE/PC 6 1 1 

R,A 5 2 X 

Table 6: Comparison of trees by parameters 

Where: tree accuracy rated as 1 completely accurate, 2 resembling strongly but not exact, 

and 3 containing glaring error(s); AICMs are ranked lowest (best) to highest (worst); and dates 
are ranked best to worst, with any falling within the accepted range ranked '1' and subsequent 

rankings coming from number of accurate nodes and degrees of inaccuracy. 

Since the traces are so close, it seems unnecessarily cautious to prioritize a good trace over 
an accurate tree that is true to known linguistic history. Thus, I will momentarily refrain from 

factoring in the AICM column of Table 6 and focus instead on two glaringly important traits: 

the accuracy of the tree and the precision of the dates on it. 

9 Akaike information criteria for the (Bayesian) Monte (Carlo) context. The AICM is one way to measure the 
relative quality of each statistic model. For these purposes, if "Model I" has an AICM score that's at least seven 
lower than the score of "Model 2", "Modell" is significantly favorable (Greenhill:32). 
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Neither calibration with the DY split resulted in the correct tree, leading me to believe 

the tree could only be replicated with this data when the Athabaskan-Eyak and Pacific Coast 

splits were left in because those two provide appropriate direction for the monophyletic lineages 
following the Dene-Yeniseian split. This leads to the question of if this issue is because my 

date for that node (around 14,000 years) is inherently incompatible with the accepted linguistic 

tree or if the problem was in fact with the data and not with the tree at all. Given that the 
tree presented at the beginning of this section (fig. 5) was not calibrated by any dates but 

showed the same genealogy as the strict calibrated tree, I accept this one as a more-or-less 

representative model; however the subsequent dates for the AE and Pacific Coast splits are 
around 1000 and 500 years early, respectively. (I still reject the tree inferred by the relaxed 

clock, however, since it is so incorrect as to be unsalvageable.) 
Calibrating with every date possible led to odd, mixed results that reflect the dangers of 

trying to attach too many knowns to a variable model. The fully specified model led to a 

near-perfect tree under the strict clock where each node had reasonably high probabilities (all 
over 0.97). Meanwhile, when a more linguistically accurate parameter is introduced-a variable 

clock that made even more complex by the 14,000 year time depth of this study-the outcome 
suggests that affixing more nodes only creates strain on the models at hand, result in either 
unnatural rigidity or pure chaos (not unlike trying to train an outgrowth of wisteria to grow 
on one's garden arbor). 

Finally, both models calibrated at the Athabaskan Eyak and Pacific Coast nodes depict the 
correct tree, making them secure bets as being at least linguistically appropriate for inferring 

an accurate genealogy. Of the two, however, only the relaxed clock showed accurate dates, 
leading to the inference that for this set of calibrations the strict model is probably not ideal. 

Looking holistically at the models I have produced here, I conclude my preference for 

the AE/PC relaxed clock cautiously (since it also has the highest AICM) as well as the DY
calibrated strict model (fortunately for us, the model with the highest probability). The mod

erate amount of error associated with the tree may very well be linked back to the data and 

not the fit of the clock for our purposes, and, going forward instead of backward in time (as 
the AE/PC inferences did), it, too, presents reasonable dates. Its dates for the Athabaskan 

splits were only slightly early (by a few hundred years, though the nodes themselves were not 

in the correct order which may have adversely affected the dates) and the AE/PC node's date 
was almost dead on. 

8 Interpretations, conclusions, and further remarks 

In summary, the models above yields the following inferences regarding the application of 

parameters: 

1. Calibration at every possible node is not the ideal model. It may have the potential for 

accuracy, but there are other models that are less problematic and can be substituted to reveal 

even more (e.g., using only one set of dates and still hitting the correct date for the other one) 
without running the risk of starting a wildfire. Additionally, though these calibrations yielded 

high probability at the individual node when run on the strict clock, the strict clock is less 

accurate to linguistic modeling, making the other calibrations that use a relaxed clock to an 
equally high or better precision 

2. Calibrating at the node of an early split will show any underlying data ambiguities that 
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could otherwise be rerouted by a calibration further down the line. Coupled with the high level 

of variation allowed by the relaxed model, these ambiguities make dating later splits harder. 

However, on a strict model, an early date can be effective in confirming dates oflater splits that 
are otherwise vaguely uncertain by yielding less variation. 

3. Calibrating at a later split with a relaxed clock is effective for predicting the date of an 

earlier split (Figure 8), while using a strict clock is better to work forward from a earlier event 
(Figure 9). 

Point number three is surprising for two reasons. First, no useful tree could be inferred 
from either of the other relaxed models: calibration at the DY node results in the wrong 
genealogy altogether, while calibration at all three results in a tree that is at best incompre

hensible. However, when the relaxed clock is only directed further down the lineage and the 
entire period prior to the last millennium and a half is left to the patterns oflanguage change 

the relaxed clock is inferring, the outcome is (more or less) accurate. This is secondarily unex

pected, then, because it shows that a clock that entails a fickle degree of variability, particularly 
when it is ticking over the course of fourteen thousand years, is in agreement with both our 
observations oflanguage and dated records of human behavior. This particular example sup
ports the capacity of a computational model to replicate the results obtained in other fields 
without requiring specific parameters informed by those fields. 

Using the method of Bayesian phylogenetic modeling to test the Dene-Yeniseian hypoth

esis has yielded results that give insight into both the plausibility of the hypothesis and the 
usefulness of dating methods. The network models that I originally produced directly illus

trate the potential for this family, and the core likelihood of the DY split shown in Figure 6 of 
0.7159, in conjunction with the overall accuracy of the subsequent trees, gives reasonable sup

port to hypothesis as being linguistically and statistically plausible. That archaeological dates 
for two similar Late Pleistocene era sites in Siberia and south-central Alaska (near the imme

diate vicinity of these languages' modern ranges) used as the most benchmark for connecting 

these cultures were reproduced with a linguistic model also lends credibility to the model itsel£ 

The Dene-Yeniseian ancestry has potential for further study particularly because it has been 
extensively studied in other areas of humanistic research. These findings function as both a basis 

for comparison of linguistic results and areas of specific calibrations (as shown in this study). 

Thus, for one, this thesis is another study supporting the Dene-Yeniseian hypothesis that can 
be added to the two existing ones. Moreover, with so many control points available, overall 

example of the DY familiy illustrates a practical scenario for applying and tuning methods of 
linguistic phylogeny in the context of interdisciplinary known and unknown factors. 
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Appendix A: Full Data Set (*PY, Eyak, Tlingit) 

Meaning *PY Ket Yugh Kott T1ingit Eyak 

1 IP free *la3'~ ,tn ajo~ ?uM-n GdjdG 

coding 1 1 1 1 2 
2 IS free *?a3 at at aj XAt xu: 

coding 1 1 1 1 1 1 

3 2P free *?awoIJ ,k~ ao~ -h(w)a.n 10;0 
coding 1 1 1 1 1 

4 2P pref *[klo~- ko~- on- ji-

coding 1 1 1 2 
5 2S free *?aw u- au wa?e 71:-

coding 1 1 1 2 1 

6 3S free *wV bu- uju hli ?a-

coding 1 1 1 1 1 

7 all *biA biljda bilj '" bar ldAkAt H-?q' 

coding 1 1 1 17 2 2 

8 along* d- di- tf-; di- d,-

coding 1 1 1 1 

9 areal* h- f- f- qu- -x 
coding 1 1 1 1 2 

10 around* X X 
, 

IoX'-n- waG-

coding 1 X X 3 2 

11 ashes *qol qolan xolan fen~ kd't' tsin'tl'-g 

coding 1 1 1 3 1 1 
12 perfective* -n -n -n wu- s-

coding 1 1 1 3 2 
13 progressive* *-1; *-r -1 -1 -1 n -1 

coding 1 1 1 1 3 1 

14 stative* *-n -n -n -n y -1 
coding 1 1 1 1 1 1 

15 ate lie prefix *GG qo;o GG- G'-
coding 1 1 1 1 

16 bark *JciG i:n i:n farpax s'agwi:t qhaht-t 

coding 1 1 1 2 3 3 

17 base *'i'n urn urn -han kum 
coding 1 1 1 1 1 

18 belly *p[ul hw-j iij; pI. fA:hj thalox jUWA kh,mah 

coding 1 1 2 4 3 

19 big *qe? qe? xe? fatfa jAg': ?luw 

coding 1 1 2 4 3 
20 bile q"l )(,lXUl teji jAq'gula'jah 

coding 1 1 2 1 

21 birch bark ,- ,- hipal qWJ XWJ 
coding 1 1 1 

22 bird *duma kq-sj dil-tim ts'ats'i:; ts'itskW q,nuh 
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Meaning *PY Ket Yugh Kott T1ingit Eyak 

coding 1 2 4 3 

23 bite *ra?p l:iptaq~ l:ippi~ jik; geets qha 
coding 1 1 2 2 

24 black *tum tum tum thum t'uts' to-l--t'wtJ' 

coding 1 1 1 1 2 2 

25 blood *sur siii sur fur se tot 

coding 1 1 1 1 1 1 

26 boil -qan -xan au-gan qa'd 
coding 1 1 1 1 

27 joint *?a?d araIJan iak 
coding 1 2 

28 bone *?a?d a?t a?t xagal 
, c';)1 sa'q 

coding 1 1 2 4 3 

29 branch 
, , 

haaw tsimG) qon xon 
coding 1 1 1 2 

30 breast *tdga tAga; tAya tAga fai; pI. faj ik~ l'a: fek' 
coding 1 1 1 2 4 1 

31 canoe *tiX tii tii ja·kw axakih 

coding 1 1 1 2 1 
32 chew h'iljd~ fil-dj-a -a' -tI' 

coding 1 1 2 

33 chief k'3je a-nkiwu k'uIAX-
coding 1 3 2 

34 clay; mud *toq tuyit tox thagar " ts'a se 

coding 1 1 1 1 1 

35 cloud *pVr a,pui asfil afpar kugu,s 
, 

q'ahs 

coding 1 1 1 3 2 
36 cold ta?j ta?j tfal kusa.a:t' ij'e 

coding 1 1 1 2 1 

37 come 'i-g-besj 'i-g-bes ito'j-a~ a 
coding 1 1 1 2 

38 conj mark (q)o (xJo (h)o ka X 

coding 1 1 1 1 X 
39 cry *3e- n -den -die(n) tfen G:iX ki·nX 

coding 1 1 1 1 1 1 

40 dark qon xon bon; honfu kuka"iiGit Xe't! 

coding 1 1 1 3 2 

41 dark blue *son s;)n-ij sJn-ij idfx'w 
coding 1 1 1 2 

42 die/death *qJ /qJ/ xo, /xal nAIlm sih 

coding 1 1 1 1 3 2 
43 dig *q!3 -qwd -xwdi aka,wah:ia qa-fah 

coding 1 1 1 3 1 

44 do -bet -bet jei 
coding 1 1 2 
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Meaning 

45 dog 

coding 

46 drink 

coding 

47 dry 

coding 

48 ear 

coding 

49 earth; dirt 

coding 

50 eat 

coding 

51 edge 

coding 

52 egg 

coding 

53 emit light 

coding 

54 eye 

coding 

55 befall 

coding 

56 far 

coding 

57 fat 

coding 

58 feather 

coding 

59 finger 

coding 

60 nail; claw 

coding 

61 fire 

coding 

62 fish 

coding 

63 fish tail 

coding 

64 fly (n) 
coding 

65 fly (v.) 
coding 

66 foot 

coding 

67 road 

coding 

*PY 

*tfip 

*op 

1 
*qJy 

1 
*?JdGe 

1 
*ba?~ 

1 
*si: 

1 

*ye?y 

*des 

*bi:r 

1 
*gi?d 

1 
*?a:si 

*?i'pe 

1 
*bJ?k 

1 
*tsi:k 

1 

*dJll 

1 

*do'q 

*bul 

1 

Ket 

ti'p 

1 
d'J 

1 

to'ji~ 

1 
Jgdc 

1 

ba?~ 
1 

sji 

1 
qii-t 

1 
c?j 

1 
di'n 

1 
de·sj 

1 
den 

1 
bilj 

1 
ki?t 

1 
asj 
1 

tAlq 

1 
inj 

1 
bJ?k 

1 
i ·sj 

1 
h'Jrap 

1 
d""n-d, 

1 
d3q 

1 
bu·lj 

1 
X 
X 

Yugh 

tfip 
1 

d'op 

1 

tJXJ'ji~ 

1 

JXti~ 

1 

ba?~ 
1 

sih'j 
1 

e~ 

1 

des 

1 
dien 

1 
bih,r 

1 
ki?t 

1 

1 
tA1X 

1 
ihmj 

1 
bJ?k 

1 
i 's 

1 

fojJP 
1 

dAn-abej 

1 
dJh,X 

1 
bul 

1 
X 
X 
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tfip 
1 

o'pa~ 

1 
xuiga; Igal 

1 
kahx 

1 

p~ 

1 
to,p 

2 

fulej 
2 

tief 
1 

pid 
1 

hr 

1 

itfi 
1 

haltfi,g 

2 

hat; xat 

2 

teg 

1 

fataga ima~ 
17 

pul 

1 
hek 

1 

T1ingit 

ke,tl 

2 

x'axm; x'e:s 
3 

Gakw 

3 

guk 

3 
rl'Atk 

3 

x'axm; Xe:s 

2 

Xe 

1 
kw'lt' 

4 
di·s 

1 
wa,k 

2 

O-s-D-gid 

1 
k 
2 

dAkWtasi; ta'j 

3 

ta:w; Xw'id' 
2 

tl'ek 

1 

Xa'gu; tuh:iji 
3 

x'am 
3 

xaAt 
4 

ko'wu 

3 

xaan 
2 

xi:n 
2 

x'u:s 
2 

te: 

2 

Eyak 

XJwa: 
2 

to-la 

2 

t,-i-?eht 

2 

tfehx 
2 

?ah 
2 

x-a 
2 

q'a' 
1 

t,-?uht-k 

3 

-de 

1 

Ia,X 
2 

q,tja,-?a,w 

1 
q',X 

2 

t'ahi 

2 
-tsAq's-gl 

1 
j,-i-xahts-i 

3 

t'-q'a,-k 

3 
te'ja' 

2 

dl-k'at 

1 
t,-i-k'a?t' 

3 

k'ahf 

3 
thaI 
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Meaning *PY Ket Yugh Kott T1ingit Eyak 

68 full *?ute u-t u-t u·ti sa,wahik t'q-i-ta? 
coding 1 1 1 1 3 2 

69 full moon qip-qJ Xep-xo xu'lt'e 
coding 1 1 2 

70 give *n= ... =o n-... -o n-... -o hi-p«n-a~ thi: tJ -obj-tha 

coding 1 1 1 2 3 3 
71 goldeneye *t3q t0X; to:IfJ to,hX alth-ax hinjik-g:ixu 

coding 1 1 1 1 2 
72 good *haq- aqta-sj aXl'a hagf(fi); hama wu:k'e: tfw 

coding 1 1 1 3 2 

73 grandfather qi-p xep lHk'w' w«fG; -uh 
coding 1 1 3 2 

74 sj3nj-sj silj'Jna (fapkan) 
, 

ti,ja?-ka? green su:w 

coding 1 16 1 3 2 
75 gristle *qonj qon xo:hn s'~futu~l'i q'aGf-g 

coding 1 1 1 3 2 

76 hair *tsdIJe t,-~ tf'-~ he~-aj saxa:wu bi 
coding 1 1 1 1 3 2 

77 half (d)alla kigi; fo-wu q'As 

coding 1 3 2 

78 hand h3~n bi?~ ke'gar jin j'-q'a?ts 
coding 1 1 2 4 3 

79 hat *di' dm 
, 

dm 
, 

ti s'ixw tJij-ahd 
coding 1 1 1 1 1 2 

80 head *tsi?Ge tm 
, 

em 
, 

tag-aj sa fa,w 
coding 1 1 1 1 1 1 

81 hear *ta da de ho,ti AXls t,-to-tJa,q 
, 

coding 1 1 1 2 4 3 
82 heart *pu hu- fu fitap teex ?uq-i 

coding 1 1 1 2 4 3 
83 heavy *SJG- Sj3'-Sj SJ: fi,k-~ i:ts' i-ta,s 

coding 1 1 1 1 3 2 

84 hoof *xJlV[tDiG qJid xJlatfi haltfig gwemli 

coding 1 1 1 1 2 

85 horn *qJ? qJ? XJ? hau se:di t,leh 

coding 1 1 1 1 3 2 
86 hot *?ap a'; a'p afi~ fal; phal t'ar t'-)Gi; k' aht 

coding 1 1 1 2 4 3; 1 

87 intestines *tui tu:li; pI. tula~ tu:hi; pI. tuli~ tutula narsi 'lahs 

coding 1 1 1 1 1 4 

88 jump tox kaw'dei t'q 
, 

coding 1 2 1 

89 kidney bajb-ul bajb-ul koi-pala k'ax' 
, 

qama 

coding 1 1 1 2 1 
90 kill *?«y Ej ch'j ok-tfex; ok a,wajak fe 
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Meaning *PY Ket Yugh Kott T1ingit Eyak 

coding 1 1 2 3 1 

91 knee *ba?t b'at-pulj b'at-pi! arfa hj quht 

coding 1 1 2 1 1 

92 laugh -daIf -dinx -tfnk fuk li'Xl- le 

coding 1 1 1 1 

93 leaf *Y"pe 3' 3'P djipi kajami t'ahi 
coding 1 1 1 3 2 

94 left tid; tulga suli-gei thul ti'ihX 
coding 1 1 1 1 

95 leg ki's ki's hi:?; xWi?c' 

coding 1 1 2 
96 lie (sleep) */qJt Iqot IXJt dja't-a~ tha, the 

coding 1 1 1 1 2 2 

97 light (day) *gdh kAh kAh 
coding 1 1 1 

98 liver *seIJ se'~ se~ fitfi! tiu'q saht 

coding 1 1 1 2 3 1 

99 lizard tuin clera tsi:nXe 
coding 1 2 3 

100 long *?ux 'ugde-sj 'ugde uj kuw:ht ?a,w 

coding 1 1 1 1 2 1 

101 louse *?"ke 3Y 3h,k ik'i we:s 
, 

kuks-k 

coding 1 1 1 3 2 

102 man *pixe hi'Y fi.k fi, qh:i, lilac? 

coding 1 1 1 1 2 
103 many *b,y Snj; on Jh: n paja~ ke, k'u-t'u? 

coding 1 1 2 3 3 
104 mat *t,l a-ti a-ter Gac 

coding 1 1 2 

105 meat *?ise i ·sj i 's Hfi iji'j tshe? 
coding 1 1 1 2 2 

106 month qi'p Xep dis qaXah 
coding 1 1 2 1 

107 moon *suy qi'p Xep fuj tis qh'Xah 

coding 1 2 2 1 1 2 

108 mosquito su 'j suj fuj ti:x'a: ts'ijux 

coding 1 1 1 2 1 

109 mountain *rYi?3 qa?j xa?j dji fa, ?iij' 

coding 1 1 2 3 2 

110 mouth *qowe ho'pi " sa? qo' XO x e 

coding 1 1 1 1 2 
111 name *?iG i· ix; i:x SA w,feh 

coding 1 1 1 1 3 1 

112 near *?uti 'utisj 'utis i,ma-~ )Gin ta:-

coding 1 1 1 2 4 3 
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Meaning *PY Ket Yugh Kott T1ingit Eyak 

113 neck *koq,nt ko-qt k'3Xti fujmur ii-tix' tshi? 

coding 1 1 1 2 3 3 
114 *gi? ki-sj ki? ki jhs 

, 
new q a'-ja, 
coding 1 1 1 1 3 2 

115 night *siG sji - si fi'g; fi,x tha,t !l' Xi'o 
coding 1 1 1 2 2 

116 nose *xa~ olin olin a~ hI ni:k' 

coding 1 1 1 1 3 2 
117 not *WJil b,nj b,nj mon llhd -q; tik' 

coding 1 1 1 3 2 
118 old S1'n sm fam dA-'amG 

coding 1 1 1 1 
119 one *qusa qusj xus hwtfa tid Hhq-ih 

coding 1 1 1 3 2 
120 otter taal thegar kufda, gatatsAt!' 

coding 1 1 3 2 
121 coat *di' qa't xa't hei kina- _:it kAna,'d 

coding 1 1 1 1 2 2 
122 path ta'n tar 

coding 1 1 
123 person *kE?t;*3e'~ kE?t; de'~ kE?t; die'~ het; ee,~ qh:i,; knkit t,xuh 

coding 1;2 1;2 1;2 1 ;2 3;4 3 
124 pine qoln GitGa: la-xad-d 

coding 1 3 2 
125 poke qwd dei jik; deiji k'in't' 

coding 1 3 2 
126 prod; stab ted; tey tedi; teg ti; te t:ik dzwx 

coding 1 1 1 1 1 
127 rabbit be's be's pef GGX GGX 

coding 1 1 1 1 1 
128 rain *xur 'ulj-esj ures ur si:w k'u-Ieh 

coding 1 1; 2 1; 2 1 2 1 
129 raw *tu- tu'; tuy thu fis'k t'e:G 

coding 1 1 1 2 1 
130 reach d-a-d-dji uwagut o-da' 

coding 1 2 1 
131 red *sur sulam surbc:hs furumai~ei 

, 
t,-tfe? xam 

coding 1 1 1 1 3 2 
132 reflexive* d- di- e- f- Ad-

coding 1 1 1 1 1 
133 resin di-k diik cik six'; lciXi sinhX; gahG 

coding 1 1 1 2; 1 2; 1 
134 river se's ses hem 

, 
a:n 

coding 1 1 1 1 
135 roast; burn *qo?t qan djaq~ tf-au-gan kam d'q'a 
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Meaning *PY Ket Yugh Kott T1ingit Eyak 

coding 1 1 1 1 1 1 
136 root *tsi:3 thj ti,htj thempul xa,t qe:ts' 

coding 1 1 17 2 2 
137 round kr'ugljaj-sj m'impil «per q,m,k' 

coding 15 1 2 3 
138 rump ko1d k'i gw,d, 

coding 1 1 1 
139 salt *tf,? t3? tf3? fi-n-tf«t ?d' ti'ja? 

coding 1 1 1 1 2 1 
140 sand *p'n-'~ hAm~ rAOi~ thagan i't:w tJhi<J-k 

coding 1 1 1 2 4 3 
141 say *saga rna; say rna; s'ag tfagar qha, t,-le 

coding 2 1; 2 1; 2 2 4 3 
142 see *t-J~ t-u~ t-o~ tha,~-a~ thi:n ?e 

coding 1 1 1 1 1 2 
143 seven J?n J?n dajadufu 

coding 1 1 2 
144 shaman sen-iI] sen-iI] fen-a~ ixt' xi-! 

coding 1 1 1 3 2 
145 shoot *daq -daq -daX -tek a-wa-t'uk t'ik' 

coding 1 1 1 1 1 1 
146 short hJlj-sj 6?1 thwki ja,ij' tik' 

coding 1 1 2 3 2 
147 shoulder *ken- kentibul kentibul henar Xikfa -G,la 

coding 1 1 1 1 3 2 
148 shove -suk tsu'X 

coding 1 1 
149 sit *xu sj'csj-ta s'Es-ta djauj-a~ ?a, ta 

coding 1 2 2 1 2 2 
150 skin; hide 1·; i?~ iJl twk thah 

coding 1 1 2 2 

151 sleep *?aq-Jt- dittOlfOat dittOlfOat dagat tha, tshu?t 

coding 1 1 1 1 2 2 
152 small *p,p h'3nja ronja kiJ1ac kbk' khutJ-k 

coding 1 1 2 3 3 
153 small bird dU'm dil-tim al-twm t!' at! Ga:ndic-idjg 

coding 1 1 1 3 2 
154 smoke *du? du? du? tu 

,. 
laht suq 

coding 1 1 1 1 1 1 
155 snake *ts[ilk t1y tfi:hk fut' _ijha'q xuhx-?a-?luw-jw 

coding 1 1 1 1 2 
156 snow; ice ti·k tlk dh:t; t'ex' xutl' 

coding 1 1 3; 1 2 
157 son-in-law en(e) e:hn ani X 

coding 1 1 1 X 
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Meaning *PY Ket Yugh Kott T1ingit Eyak 

158 soul; spirit 1- toowu k'uGa:nta'L 

coding 1 3 2 
159 saliva tuk x'e-D-tux do-tux 

coding 1 1 1 
160 grouse *3ida- di-t (dekrj) diti (dek~) fen-cera kaax 

, 
k'uLdija:nn 

coding 1 1 1 1 3 25 
161 squirrel *dag(G)V l"-q tagala tsalk tsAlk 

coding 1 1 1 1 
162 stand *di~ i-nj ifin djatek-~ ham k-1-a,? 

coding 1 1 2 4 3 
163 star *qo'qa qo? XOh'X alaga; alak qhutX ?ajanah:i la?xts' -1 

coding 1 1 1 1 1 2 
164 stick ;,n *d,-ki,n d,-kinh 

coding 1 1 1 
165 sting billstet billstet tl'in't 

coding 1 1 2 
166 stone *tsi?-s tw'IJ ti?sj tfi?s M the 

coding 1 1 1 1 1 1 
167 winter road *qo?t qo?t xo?t X X X 

coding 1 1 1 X X X 
168 summer road qi-k Xi-k (s) X X X 

coding 1 1 X X X 
169 sun *xiG-a !'Yan !'Yan e'ga qa-kam q,t,-ko, 

coding 1 1 1 1 1 1 
170 swim *su:y sjuj suh'j ul-fuj hw we 

coding 1 1 1 1 1 2 
171 tail *pUG-a3 hwt fu,t fugaj i'i:t-i k-tj'ah 

coding 1 1 1 1 3 2 
172 that *?u t-u· t-u uj-o, je ?,w 

coding 1 1 1 1 2 1 
173 thick suk-~ suk-~ fuk-~ kusakak tfaf 

coding 1 1 1 2 1 
174 thin *pakse-m haksj-em faksi-m fatfa-m " l' q a:to ; sa: tshits-k 

coding 1 1 1 1 2 3 
175 thing bi? at ja, 

coding 1 3 2 
176 this *?i k+ k-i inj-u jA ?,l 

coding 1 1 1 1 2 2 
177 thou *?aw u- u au wa-?< ?i, 

coding 1 1 1 1 2 2 
178 tongue *?ey e-j ej alup furt' la?t' 

coding 1 1 1 2 3 3 
179 tooth *?i:ti it ih:t iti ?wX Xlh-h-jah 

coding 1 1 1 1 4 3 
180 tree *?oksi o-ksj oksi attfi ?as lis 

coding 1 1 1 1 3 2 
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Meaning *PY Ket Yugh Kott T1ingit Eyak 

181 two *xin-a in in ima deX la?t-ih 

coding 1 1 1 1 3 2 

182 walk (go) *hey e-i~ e-i~ xe<j-a~ ja-kwt a 
coding 1 1 1 1 3 2 

183 warm *xus u-sj u:s fal; phal t'ar to-)Gi; to-qu? 
coding 1 1 1 2 3 3 

184 wart - hw-n fwn - tiax'w Le'xts' 

coding - 1 1 - 2 1 
185 wasp - bwstin bwstin - - qa:nch'-

coding - 1 1 - - 2 

186 water *xur u-lj ur ud him kijah 
coding 1 1 1 1 3 2 

187 we *?a3-o~ Jt-n Jt-n aj-o~ jA tar; qha: 

coding - 1 1 1 3 2 
188 what *?as- 'akusj assa fi-na tad te: 

coding 1 1 1 1 2 2 

189 white *tak-am t'ay-im tig-bch,s t'<'g-am ije,t xiij' -ka? 
coding 1 1 1 1 3 2 

190 who *?an- b'itsje as- a-fi-x ?adw tu: 

coding 1 1 1 2 2 2 

191 willow - dwl - - ts'ial' t'its' 

coding - 1 - - 1 2 
192 wind (n) *bej be-j biOj pd ?u:x-tsa: k'wj 

coding 1 1 1 1 2 1 

193 wing *ge?Y kc?j kc?j kei kiji -tfAX 
coding - 1 1 1 1 2 

194 wolf *qite qw-t(i) qw-t - Gu'dz Gu-dZih 

coding 1 1 1 - 1 1 
195 wolverine - kim kit,hn - noskw k;~ma's 

coding - 1 1 - 3 1 
196 woman *qem qi-m xem alit sawAt qhe?± 

coding 1 1 1 2 2 1 

197 worm *koy u-tix; o?l o?l hoj ij'itk'-x XUhX 
coding 3 1; 2 2 3 1 4 

198 year *siGa sji, sir fe'ga thiakw leh q-?ja 
coding 1 1 1 1 2 5 

199 yellow ? q'3lj-aj-sj - fuj tj'aatj' xowadshe?q' -ka? 

coding ? 1 - 2 3 1 
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Appendix A: Full Data (*PY & Athabaskan) 

Meaning 'py 'PA Koyukon Hupa Tututni Navajo 

1 lP free *la3O~ *d;~me' hunh nehe ne (da)nihi 

coding 1 3 4 3 3 3 
2 1 S free *?a3 si Me: fi shi 

coding 1 2 3 2 2 
3 2P free *?awoIJ juhunh nohn llJXWe (da)nihi 

coding 1 2 1 1 2 
4 2P pref *[k]o~- *X(w) 0'-

coding 1 1 1 
5 2P free *?aw *Jldll ninh ni~ non ni 

coding 1 3 3 3 3 
6 3S free *wV *wi';*WJll odinh xo~ X bi;ho 

coding 1 1 2 3 X 1 
7 all *bi,{ to-ijhok-o? ?ah-t'i~ t'i 

coding 1 2 2 2 
8 along prefix* *do- ti- l-mas -go 

coding 1 1 2 3 
9 area prefix* qu- wa-

coding 1 1 
10 around prefix* *nJ- kk'o(d)- na- na-

coding 1 4 1 1 
11 ashes *qoI *tsi ·rl qhun? -la, ts-o? xo~?-tin i'tshJS IeJC'ih 

coding 1 1 4;3 4;5 6 6 
12 perfective* nin-;win yi- ji-;ni-

coding 1;3 4 4;1 
13 progressive* *-I;*-r *-1 wi- ni- ji-

coding 1 1 2 3 4 
14 stative* *-n *-p si- s- si-

coding 1 1 1 1 1 
15 ate lie prefix *GG ji-;yi 

coding 1 1 
16 bark *?iG;*xiG t'u:ts-J? sits' tS?JS akaf-t' 6·zh 

coding 1 4 4 4 5 
17 base *'i'n *ki;~m mi-kin 

coding 1 1 1 
18 belly *p[u] *-w$t' pot mit':mJd abid 

coding 1 5 5 5 5 
19 big *qe? kho,X tfuw tshwa -tsoh 

coding 1 5 5 5 
20 bile atFizh 

coding 3 
21 birch bark dahaik'i! ?sike:ts' ts?es 

coding 4 2 3 
22 bird *duma Ga:GOZ k'ji-ja'M tsah -nda-Ide-hi-
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coding 5 6 7 8 

23 bite *ra?p kuts -xats' tsl~,? adilhaf 
coding 2 2 2 3 

24 black *tum *swJI] ij'Jts -whin tJen;xin li-zhin 

coding 1 2 2 1 1 1 

25 blood *sur tot tshe:-lin dot dH 
coding 1 1 1 1 1 

26 boil ts'its k'idmut -yus jibezh 
coding 2 3 3 4 

27 joint *?a?d -nozahdta whiqot' ah:in:ilki 

coding 3 4 5 
28 bone *?a?d;*a?t !j',n-,? c'in-e? t57-9 ts'in 

coding 5 5 5 5 

29 branch k'itloo mikj' a:-ng' aj tJhdll' -gWa onE tsin bigaan 
coding 5 4;3 2;3 2;3 

30 breast *tdga *ts'u' tSO:If-J t'ahdije' ts?o'WE: 

coding 1 1 5 3 5 
31 canoe *tiX *tJr'i·Jd bido~ me'dil kinis tsina·'e·l 

coding 1 1 3 3 4 5 
32 chew a-ol iwh'ul ()~~? af-

coding 2 2 3 3 

33 chief dojonh miningxa't'e:n tlan na·t'ini-

coding 4 5 5 5 

34 clay;mud *t,q lacts ieh- q1w;\cil,s bis 

coding 2 2 3 4 
35 cloud *pVr (*?as-pVr) /q'ui ?ah q'ahs k'os 

coding 1 2 1 1 

36 cold J-tsu: q'ats' khoi -k'az 

coding 1 3 3 3 

37 come ho, ja, ja -fa-h 
coding 2 2 2 2 

38 conj mark *G' hijit -i· 

coding 1 2 3 
39 cry *3e- n *tfrJIS' atsah tJwiw -se jif-tfa 

coding 1 1 3 3 3 3 

40 dark tlida! xi! -gH -hil 

coding 2 2 2 2 

41 dark blue *son da -litsitl litsow -ba do-tfizh 

coding 1 3 4 5 3 
42 die/death *qJ na'x;tjo,x t'e:n;jah tslid da-stsa-

coding 1 2 2 2 2 
43 dig *q!3 xa'k'iwhe -afge-d 

coding 1 3 3 

44 do -a-nh awh-niw nif afne-h 
coding 3 3 3 3 

45 dog *tfip H,-k H~? kEtc le-c<},'i 
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Meaning 

coding 

46 drink 

coding 

47 dry 

coding 

48 ear 

coding 

49 earth;dirt 

coding 

50 eat 

coding 

51 edge 

coding 

52 egg 

coding 

53 emit light 

coding 

54 eye 

coding 

55 befall 

coding 

56 far 

coding 

57 fat 

coding 

58 feather 

coding 

59 finger 

coding 

60 nail;claw 

coding 

61 fire 

coding 

62 fish 

coding 

63 fish tail 

coding 

64 fly (n) 
coding 

65 fly (v.) 
coding 

66 foot 

coding 

67 road 

coding 

68 full 

*py 

*op 
1 

*qJy 

1 
*?JdGe 

1 

*ba?~ 

1 
*si: 

1 

*ye?y 

*des 

*bi:r 
1 

*gi?d 

1 
*?a:si 

*?i'pe 
1 

*bJ?k 

1 
*tsi:k 

1 

*dJll 

1 

*do'q 

*bul 

1 

*?ute 

*PA 

* " -q a 

1 

*qun 

Koyukon 

1 

nU:IJ-

4 
qUIJ 
4 

tSOjf-o? 

2 

non? 

4 
hO'IJ 

2 

biba·gh 

2 

Im:z-J? 
5 

-ildzaajh 

2 
nO:If-J? 

2 

ni,-l-ht 

2 

q'oX 

2 

t' or;t' om? 
2 

bmlozahdla' 

2 

onh-qun-,? 

4 
qhun? 

3 

twq'o 
5 

dun' 

1 
t'oq 

1 
qha,? 

1 

2 

l?o'IJ 
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Hupa 

1 
nam 

4 
tsha'j 

5 
tfiw' 

2 

nin? 

4 
jam 

2 
mima:ts'e 

2 

we:M-e? 

5 
k'inin-de:n 

1 
na,? 

2 
nil'tsit 

2 

sa:t 

2 

q'ah 
2 

tfil? 
2 

whila' 

3 

la?khje?ts 

5 

xo~? 
3 

to,q' 
5 

mike:l' 

2 

awhi-niw 

3 

xis;t'ah 
2 

xe? 

1 

2 

min 

Tututni 

2 

sis;na: 
4 

SE?;i'tshE: 

5 
~;~:/rE: ;SdyE 

2 
nin? 

4 

Xet 

2 

maa 

2 

5 
-dj 

1 
noy", 

2 

i' -k?ah 

2 
t?a 

2 

wal:i'-nstha 

3 

tsen 

4 
xw;5n 

3 

hkhe 

5 
'tJhelah 

4 
dot 

1 
-dot;t?a 

3 
xwe? 

1 
tenee 

2 

mon 

Navajo 

3 

afdla 

5 
jinist-sd 

5 
aja 

4 
ni' 

4 
af~ 
3 

ab'}h 

2 

ajy·zhi· 
5 

adinildi 'n 

1 
ani-

2 
ihine-

3 

ni-zah 
2 

ak'ah 

2 

at'a 
2 

ila' 
3 

la-fga·n 
4 
k6 
3 

16·' 
5 

ake' 

1 
ati-n 

2 

hadi-bin 



Meaning 'py 'PA Koyukon Hupa Tututni Navajo 

coding 1 4 5 5 5 

69 full moon kk'a'nok'ina- lemaltehl o-lje-

coding 4 3 2 

70 give *n= ... =o tj' 0'- ___ - ?o'-j ?a, lis 
coding 1 3 3 4 

71 goldeneye *t3q *tfr;}EfJS ju-lji-sga na:t'awe 

coding 1 1 3 4 

72 good *haq- ZU:-IJ- MOrn Si6 ji' anift' e·h 

coding 2 4 2 5 

73 grandfather bitsiikka- whichwiwe hacei . 
coding 4 4 4 

74 green ItjhuX ts'ow e6, do-tl'izh 

coding 3 3 3 3 

75 gristle *qonj *-ghmdz-e -gi -dza - , mining-gin]e OJg~-zh 

coding 1 1 1 1 1 

76 hair *tsdIJe tjhW - X tshiwa~? tshi: atsi' 

coding 1 4 5 5 5 

77 half ghon - ,- do-fdzc- ami-ffilq 1S 

coding 4 5 6 7 

78 hand 1o,-? la? walla? ala 

coding 5 5 5 5 

79 hat *di' *tfaxd ts'ah iwh-C'ah ts?at cah 
coding 1 1 1 1 1 1 

80 head *tsi?Ge *tsi' tjhi,-? tshe: ;tshi ts"<,? atsi' 

coding 1 1 1 1 1 1 

81 hear *ta tj' on,! ts'eh xool adi's'ts'a' 

coding 1 1 5 6 5 

82 heart *pu tsa,j-,? khjan-sa-?a,-n ,c, ajeidif-ko-l 

coding 1 5 6 7 8 

83 heavy *SJG- tod tars das nis-da'z 

coding 1 4 4 4 4 

84 hoof *XJIV[tJJiG 1o,-qun-,? 'kii-la? xWc akefga-n 

coding 1 3 4 5 6 

85 horn *qJ? ta,? te? dE< adee 

coding 1 2 2 2 2 

86 hot *?ap lot sed -dot;tot disdoi;sido 

coding 1 5 5 5 6 

87 intestines *tui k'its'iga' , ")' 
ac l' 

coding 1 2 3 

88 jump ja' al-tllk jul-C'uq' -tJm? dah niBi-d 

coding 1 ;3 1;3 4 5 

89 kidney tsr' Jtse (bIts') Idza' whiJonJot s;~:/w6:lE: acf aJk' azhi 

coding 2 3 4 4 3 

90 kill *?«y lIm)a, we: xe sisxe 

coding 4 1 1 1 
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91 knee *ba?t qut qot' gwod agod 

coding 1 1 1 1 

92 laugh *-dluq' mk'rd-Iuk to? d-Ioh jifdloh 
coding 2 2 2 2 2 

93 leaf *Y"pe t' om? t'a~? t?a ata-

coding 4 4 4 4 
94 left *tfdIS'dJ tI' aghasts'in nicwin-cliIJ niftla 

coding 1 2 2 
95 leg tj',n-,? c'in-e? ~?d'n&: aja-d 

coding 3 3 3 4 

96 lie (sleep) */qJt tha:-IJ the, );)yi,;thV seti 

coding 1 2 2 2 2 

97 light (day) *gdh ji-ttkonh ingko:wit-qa:l -dul diltli 

coding 1 1 2 3 3 
98 liver *seIJ *-zSt' khod?o,-n-, sit' B,d zid 

coding 1 1 4 1 1 1 

99 lizard mina -1-dahnehsnoj3 nadno,di 

coding 4 5 

100 long *?ux nod ne:s ncB;dc,s nine:z 

coding 1 3 3 3 3 

101 louse *?"ke jo,? ja? jal1gi jaa 
, 

coding 4 4 4 4 
102 man *pixe t;~ma: xo?esta-j diBnc ;desdc dine 

coding 3 4 3 3 

103 many *b,y *la -]1 1o,IJ la~ k lai 
coding 4 4 4 4 4 

104 mat *t,l *te'i: k'iwil-te:l ja-tt-oh 

coding 1 1 1 
105 meat *?ise tjh,n? tshi~? tsen atsi 

coding 2 2 2 2 
106 month bininh ' , X ndizidigi -na:nga 

coding 3 4 X 5 

107 moon *suy to,h'od xiij'e?-Ma:;Ma: dis;Wa, t¥ehona·'ei 

coding 1 3 4 1 5 

108 mosquito *ts'u·j tYijh mun' -ts'isge ? daa' nine'zi 

coding 1 1 1 
109 mountain *rYi?3 tjot - , ninlS a:n nat?an dzil 

coding 2 4 4 2 

110 mouth *qowe 1o,(t) sah;ta-? da aze 
coding 3 2 2 2 

111 name *?iG u:s O<1 .... e-? fi,d :izhi 
coding 1 1 1 2 1 

112 near *?uti ts'u-xu ti~ yan t'i· 'ihini 

coding 1 4 3 3 3 
113 neck *koq,nt q'ut 

, 
qhoB ak'os q os 

coding 1 3 3 3 3 
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114 *gi?;*ki? ,1' ,lfIti, ?i, 
, 

ani ·d new q a~ 
coding 1 4 2 5 

115 night *siG ijh,t-, xi-ij'e? t11Ed,n t¥e-
coding 2 2 2 2 

116 nose *x~ ;~m-tshdj n-tjhwiA\ mi:§a§ (a)cih 

coding 1 4 4 5 4 
117 not *WJil a, to: i:i doo-da 

coding 5 6 6 
118 old *x,ia -n tlogij di-ja·n tfane sini 

coding 1 2 1 1 1 
119 one *qusa k'd-'q'+ h? t:i? ta'i' 

coding 2 3 3 3 
120 otter bda,zona sa?-s tib<;l'sti-n 

coding 4 5 6 
121 coat *di' Hsoh 

coding 1 3 
122 path *tdIJe tina tin t;~me' ati-n 

coding 1 1 1 1 1 
123 person *ke?t;*3e'~ *ciJ-ne- t;~ma: tina m;~mhE-Bija dine 

coding 1;2 2 2 2 2 2 
124 pine *Gand na,det1 phE'kho:t ndifci' 

coding 1 2 4 5 
125 poke Gud tfig tsih 

coding 1 2 2 
126 prod;stab *tSJj jilt'ah qot Ba·qh adifif 

coding 1 1 2 1 3 
127 rabbit *GUX Guh gah gah 

coding 1 1 1 1 
128 rain *xur khonJ na,-n-ja-j 

, .,. 
nihs~ na'l l" 

coding 1 1 3 3 3 
129 raw *tu- lit!'is t'e: w Fxee? t'aa 

coding 1 1 1 2 1 
130 reach -hd- xiwh-naj -ja shit ji-

coding 3 3 3 3 
131 red *sur tVq',s tshecl-nehwam is,k;s'g lici· 

coding 1 2 2 2 2 
132 reflexive* d, 

coding 1 
133 resin *dkq 

, 
dzaah 3eh dW:h 

coding 1 1 1 1 
134 river hana hun 

, t(y)o bi-kooh 

coding 1 1 2 3 
135 roast;burn *qJ?t d'-q'a'n 

, 
lit lod ji'tees q onJ 

coding 1 1 1 2 2 2 
136 root *tsi:3 qa,ij-,? qat yaj( 'aket!'6·1 
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coding 2 2 2 3 
137 round tIfJS wot 30t dijool 

coding 4 5 5 5 
138 rump bitFo' whirl'a' wa-t?6:t?( arl'aa 

coding 2 2 2 2 
139 salt *tf,? sod, teh-q'ontf afi-h 

coding 1 20 3 4 
140 sand *p'n-'~ kts ii-tfi tF, sei 

coding 1 3 3 3 3 
141 say *saga ni: ne: dbn;)Glt hani 

coding 2 5 5 5;4 5 
142 see *t-J~ mi-?anJ ?em ?i, eJ! 

coding 1 2 2 2 3 
143 seven dana -n nitikk'i xohk'it tpodE- tsosts'id 

coding 3 4 5 5 
144 shaman *dd-j;~m-dn de-jninh k'ite:t'aw hatdi -

coding 1 4 5 6 
145 shoot *daq *t'dq ju -ka)h -tHa adift' oh 

coding 1 1 2 1 2 
146 short quts-, tsit dJqhw agod 

coding 4 5 6 6 
147 shoulder *ken- (gh)adla' qun-tuq d,k1ako awos 

coding 1 2 2 2 4 
148 shove ja'ad-tslt (wid tsid -abeJhil 

coding 2 2 2 3 
149 sit *xu to: ja,-?a, da kiniJ-da 

coding 1 2 2 2 2 
150 skin;hide 101 sits' sBB akagi;asga 

coding 3 4 4 4 
151 sleep *?aq-Jt- p,t- ___ -I-th'IJ wa~ loyi, bil;awof 

coding 1 3 3 3 4 
152 small *p,p kuts-, kije? ts?o jazhi 

coding 2 4 2 5 
153 small bird X k'ijac tfah tsidi 

coding X 5 4 4 
154 smoke *du? ht iit hd lid 

coding 1 1 1 1 1 
155 snake *ts[ilk X ij'iwiM rl'iJ 

coding 1 X 1 1 
156 snow;ice tsid nundil;k'ilo jaB;t1,n tin 

coding 2 2 2;1 1 
157 son-in-law -len sugdona·nh -wun-da:n ha-da-ni 

coding 1 1 1 1 
158 soul;spirit xo-na:t'aw ii' sizini -;nilC'i 

coding 2 3 
159 saliva x'aheni biza'Ga ' , fee xeq 
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coding 2 1 3 
160 grouse *3ida- *dJX doloja diwh-kjoh dih 

coding 1 1 2 2 1 
161 squirrel *dag(G)V *tselEx tsidlglt hazel 

coding 1 2 3 
162 stand *di~ ha'-IJ jem thal -(d)zhi 

coding 4 4 5 6 
163 star *qo'qa ijhum? tshi~? 

, 
sen sq -

coding 1 3 3 3 3 
164 stick dikinh ki~ tf',n tsin-ts'6zi 

coding 1 1 1 1 
165 sting ilt-oh adifif 

coding 3 4 
166 stone *tsi? -5; till' IJ *tse' 1o-?o,-n-, tshe: tshc tse 

coding 1 1 2 1 1 1 
167 winter road *qo?t X X X X 

coding 1 X X X X 
168 summer rd X X X X 

coding X X X X 
169 sun *xiG-a *sa' so: Mar xaaZi: fa 

coding 1 1 1 1 1 1 
170 swim *su:y pa'-j me: t1lih eefk<i<il 

coding 1 3 3 5 4 
171 tail *pUG-a3 kha,-? khje? wa'tsi: atse' 

coding 1 2 2 4 4 
172 that *?u i:j ;nOIf jo,w yi eii;rilei 

coding 1 2 2 2 2 
173 thick di·da·kk ditam thi· nstxa,z·ide·ti , , 

coding 3 4 1 4 
174 thin *pakse-m;*tJq- t-Ius-k-, t'a?nje, t?a? tii 

coding 1;2 5 6 6 6 
175 thing diloj;bikeej t'a·do· le'e 

coding 4 5 
176 this *?i ko, te: 3i di· 

coding 1 3 2 2 2 
177 thou *?aw lldIJ- ni~ nen ni 

coding 1 3 3 3 3 
178 tongue *?ey ijhw-l-,? sa:-s-tha:n lli atso' 

coding 1 3 3 3 4 
179 tooth *?i:ti IfW-? wo? yWo: awo' 

coding 1 2 2 2 3 
180 tree *?oksi ts'dpa: khji~ tshan tsin 

coding 1 4 5 6 6 
181 two *xin-a ilJthi:X- nahx nay;nadE na·ki 

coding 1 2 2 2 2 
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182 walk (go) *hey - hO';jo, ja, yWa: jifa.! 
coding 1 - 2 2 2 2 

183 warm *xus - l-k'uX sed sot sizili 
coding 1 - 1 4 4 4 

184 wart - xie-n'ts' saJ je'ts' - s~·s 

coding - 1 1 3 - 1 
185 wasp - - - mits'in' - - tsis'-nmso·i 

coding - - - 1 - 1 
186 water *xur - thu: tha?-nam tyo t6 

coding 1 - 4 4 4 4 

187 we *?a3-'~ - XOIJ nehe, llE: nihi 
coding - - 4 5 5 5 

188 what *?as- - kon+ taj-t hia haJa"haa , , 
coding 1 - 2 2 3 3 

189 white *tak-am - q'ot qaj gEl Ii-gai 

coding 1 - 4 4 4 4 

190 who *?an- - t'-pa, tant - hii 
coding 1 - 2 2 - 3 

191 willow - *tsr?Jt1? kku'jh q'ajliwh kl ed,s k'ai' 
coding - 1 3 3 3 3 

192 wind (n) *hej - ,-i-ts'i'i ni-s-ts'i thtsl i nijol 

coding 1 - 1 1 1 3 
193 wing *ge?Y - k'its'ina' - - at'a' 

coding - - 3 - - 4 

194 wolf *qite;xite - tikkon k'il-na:dil - ffi<}'i:tso 

coding 1 - 2 3 - 4 

195 wolverine - *-tf'i'''' niltsil - - -

coding - 1 2 - - -

196 woman *qem - so:i-t'a:IJ- tshum tsl ayc 
, 
asdzani 

coding 1 - 2 3 3 3 
197 worm *koy - qw? qo, - ~, { co 

coding 3 - 3 3 - 3 

198 year *siGa - xoi xaj - niihai 

coding 1 - 3 3 - 4 

199 yellow ? - l-ijhux ts'ow eo litso 
coding ? - 2 2 2 2 
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Class Place II [*py] I KET YUG ZKO II TLI EYA I [*PA] I KOY HUP TUU NAV I 
STOPS Bilabial *b b b p k q/G *G G/q q/X(w) g(w) klg 

*p- h-p-p f-f-p f-p-p qh q *q q 
, 

? q 
, 

k' 
Alveolar *d d d d d d *d d d d ? 

*t t tf t t dz *tz t (wh) e ? 
Velar *g k k k k ? ? ? ? ? ? 

Uvular *q q X h (g) GIX q/G *G/q q q g g 
*G ? ? ? G G ? ? ? ? G 

FRICATIVES Alveolar *s s(>~) sri) f s s *z s s die z 
*3 t t j -h-t ? ? ? ? ? ? 

AFFRICATES *ts S s f ? tf ? ? ? th ? 
*tf t-t-f tf tsl tf f f *ts ij tsh tsh ts 
? tf tf tf ? ? ? , , ? ? 

*d3 d di tf f d-f- *tf (*z) ts tf/t tf ? 

*d3 d di tf G k(g) ? ? ? ? ? 
NASALS Bilabial *m m m m ? , ? ? n n n 

Alveolar *n n n n ? n *n n n n n 
GLIDES *w b b p h(w) 0 *w 0 w ? h 

*w/j 0 0 0 ? f ? ? w x x 
*j j j j j ? ? j{ w y ei 

LIQUIDS *1 1 1 1 h ? *tl ? ? ? ? 
? 1 r r ? 1 *1 1 1 1 111 
? Ii e 1 ? ij *, ? ? ? ? 

Appendix B: Correspondence Set 
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